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Ah&ad-Classically the solution of many functional equations i sought in the form of an intinite series of 
some kind. In practice, to get numerical results, the series must be truncated. In recent imes, alternative 
finite series approximations have been sought as solutions of a functional equation slightly perturbed from 
the &en one. This concept was first introduced by Lanczos who named it the T-method. 
In previous tudiis the author has applied the I-method to get polynomial nd rational approximations 
for di!Terential equations mostly of bypergeometric type. In the present paper, we apply the r-method 
concept to get like approximations for solutions of diierence equations. In particular we study the second 
order dihrence equation satisfied by the Bessel function of the tirst kind. Except for some recent work on 
the gamma function by the author, Wimp and Ting, the literature is void on use of the r-method idea for 
solutions of diicrencc equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The solution of many functional equations (e.g. difIerentia1 equations) is often expressed inthe 
form of an infinite series. However, in practice, to get numerical results, the series must be 
truncated. In 1938, Lanczos[l] suggested the idea of directly getting a finite approximation to 
the solution by requiring it to satisfy an equation slightly perturbed from the given one. He 
called this schema the r-method. The concept lay dormant for a number of years. In 1952, 
Lanczos[2] again discussed the subject in a prefatory chapter to some numerical tables 
involving Chebyshev polynomials. See also Lanczos [3]. 
It is not our mission to develop a history of the subject. However, in a number of papers 
and books Luke[4-6] has made considerable use of the T-method concept to solve differential 
equations, mostly of hypergeometric type. See the sources[4,5] for references on the T- 
technique for difterential equations, integral equations and partial differential equations. 
In this paper we use the r-method to get approximate solutions to difference quations. In
particular, we study the second order difIerence quation satisfied by the Bessel function of the 
first kind. Except for some recent work on the gamma function by Luke, Wimp and Ting[7], the 
literature isvoid on application of the T-method for solutions of difference quations. 
2. BESSEL’S DIFFERENCE EQUATION 
Consider the difference quation 
K+,(z) - (2v/z)U,(z) + UAZ) = 0 (1) 
which is satisfied by 
U,(z) = G(z, u)Jv(z) + H(z, v) Y,.(z) (2) 
where J, and Y,(z) are the Bessel functions of the first and second kind respectively. Here 
G(z, V) and H(z, v) are arbitrary functions of both z and Y save that each is perodic in Y with 
period one. That is G(v + 1, z) = G(u, z) etc. In what follows, we make free use of hyper- 
tThis research was supported by a grant from the Weldon Spring Endowlpent Fund. 
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geometric notation, see [4-6]. We know that 
(z/Z)” 
Uz)=r(y&(Y+ l;-0 
(62)’ = (-)V 
=mz (vt l)&! 
t = 22/4, (V t l)k = r( Y + 1-t. k)/T(v + 1). (3) 
Here I(v t 1) is the usual notation for the gamma function. In this paper, we are concerned with 
approximations for the entire part of J,(z) by 
_ _ 
application of the r-method to the difference 
equation satisfied by B,(z), 
(z/2)” 
J”(Z) = r(v &W, B,(z) = 
m (-)V 
ZJ (v t lkk! 
(4) 3 
v(v t l)[B,_r(z) - B,(z)] t tB,+,(z) = 0. (5) 
3.THE T-METHOD 
In the spirit of the r-method we seek a solution of the perturbed equation 
4~ + Wv-,,Jz)- B..,,(z)1 + t&+r,,W = TV, (6) 
in the form 
B..,,(z) =& OD bJ(v t l)k, b,, = 1. (7) _ 
In (6), V,(v) is a finite expression depending on v and n which we will presently describe. In (7) 
bk depends on n and z but is independent of v. Put (7) in (5). Then 
F 
’ kbk +t ’ A= 
& 
rv (v) a 
-I (dk+l * (v)k+2 v(v+ 1)’ 
. 
(8) 
It is clear from the left hand side of (8) that 
V”(V) =$g 
where W,(v) is a polynomial in v of degree n. 
Let 
R,,(z) = B,(z) - B,,(z). 
(9) 
(10) 
Then from (5), (6) and (9), 
4v + w,-,,“(z) - R,,(z)1 + tJL+l,n(z) =-8. (11) 
n 
When the r-method was applied to linear differential equations where z was the independent 
variable and the finite solution was a polynomial in z, often only a simple r term was required. 
There the error satisfied an inhomogeneous differential equation analagous to (11). If the 
solution was required for 0 < z/a 5 1, Lanczos’ idea was to choose the coefficient of T to be as 
small as possible in this range in the Chebyshev sense. So he selected the shifted Chebyshev 
polynomial of the first kind, Tt(z/a). In our work with the hypergoemetric differential equation, 
we found it more convenient to use the Jacobi polynomial which includes the Chebyshev 
polynomial s a special case. 
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Now the solution of (a), see (7), is sought as a reciprocal factorial series. It is not a 
polynomial but rather the ratio of two polynomials which accounts for the form (9). In the 
present instance we want he coefficient of T(V + 2), to be as small as possible is some qualified 
sense in the range 0 < V/O 5 1. So taking a cue from our modification of Lanczos’ r-method for 
differential equations, we choose W,,(v) proportional tothe “shifted” Jacobi polynomial. Thus 
we put 
It is convenient to write 
” (-)kc.Tkv”-k 
w,(Y)‘& 0 “ (-n - /3)k (l-cun-A)I, * (14) 
The determination f the /Q’S from (8) is facilitated if we put 
w”(v)= ” zb (vt2tk).-kuk= ” & (V t 2 t n - k)g,_+ (1% SE * 
Ultimately, itwill be necessary todevelop ascheme to compute the uL’s upon equating (14) and 
(15). This we do later, but first let us see how the combination of (8), (9) and (15) leads to a 
rather simple description for the bk’s and 7. 
4. EVALUATION OF THE bk’s AND 7 
Put (9) and (15) in (8) and equate like coefficients of l/(~)~+*, k = 0, 1, . . . , n. We get the system 
of equations 
(k t f)bk+, t tb, = ruk, k = 0, 1, . . . , It, 
bo= 1, ug= 1, b,+,=O. (16) 
Solving the system (16) in turn for br, bl, . . . , bk, we find 
( - )‘uk.+,(k - r - l)!t’ + ( - )ktkbO 
k! k! ’ 
k=O,l,...,n (17) 
where it is understood that the summation part in (17) is nil if k = 0. Let k = n in (17) and 
equate this to b, as found from (16). Then 
7= 
(- )nt”+‘bo 
5 (-)‘U”_,(n - r)!t” 
(18) 
P-0 
and so 
b,( - )kCk n-k 
bk = 
k! ,zo (- )‘“,-,(n - dit’ 
5 (-)‘u,_,(n - T)!P 
r-o 
(19) 
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It is clear from (7) and (19) that B,,,(z) is a rational approximation in t = z2/4 to B,(z). Let us 
write 
B,(z) = &t(z) + R,,(z), (20) 
Wz) = ~“,“WlO.&), (21) 
Rv,&) = UzK?v.n(z), (22) 
where PJz) and QJz) are polynomials in t = z2/4 of degree n. Here R,,(z) is the remainder 
or error in this approximation. Thus 
( - )‘&&I - r)!t’, 
a.m = ,& ( - )‘u,-An - rw. 
We have the alternative form 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
A straightforward computation shows that 
&w?“,,(z) - P”.“(Z) = S”,“(Z) = (- )n+‘fn+’ g (- JkCk & (v + l),+,:z;+ k + I)! (26) 
or 
S”JZ) = O(t”+*). (27) 
Thus the r-method approximations of the difference quation in v, B,,(z), are rational 
approximations i  1. Moreover, in view of (22), the approximants are of Pad&type according to 
the work of Brezinski[Q In our previous work[4-6], we also got rational approximations i  t
for B,(z) by applying the r-method to the differential equation satisfied by B,(z). The two sets 
of rational approximations are distinct. However, if the notation (20)-(22) is treated as generic, 
then both sets satisfy (27). That is, each set is of the Pad&type. 
As will be seen in Section 6, the numerics indicate that under ather liberal conditions on z, 
V, a and /3, the rational approximations converge, that is Rv,n(z)+O as n -+Q). In our work on 
the hypergeometric d fferential equation, we were able to present an error analysis based on the 
inhomogeneous differential equation for the error. For the case at hand, a study of (11) is 
underway. Further comments on this issue are deferred for a future paper. 
The above analysis is for a second order difference quation where the solution is of the 
descending factorial type. Extension of the ideas to difference quations where the solution is 
of the ascending factorial type and in general to more complicated difference equations can be 
made. But further discussion isalso deferred to future work. 
5.COMPUTATIONOFTHE 4's 
We equate (14) and (15) and so determine a recursive scheme to compute the uk’s. Let 
Put 
sk=(v+n+2-k)k=(v+n+2-k)sk_I. (30) 
Then 
&.k = &,k-I + (n + 2 - hr-I.k-4, 
s,k = 0 if r> k or if r < 0, 
SO,k’l forall k=O,l)...) x. 
(31) 
(32) 
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v + 2 + n - k)ru,,_k = 
PO 
’ Sk&-k 
z 
Equating (33) and (14), we find that 
t‘k = 
(-)“g*(;)(-n -p)k 
(I_~~_A)~ 
(33) 
(34) 
6. NUMERICS 
In this section we present a sample of some results for B,,(z) and the errors in these 
approximations for various u, v, z and n. In all cases reported here, (Y = /3 = - l/2 so that 
the coefficient of T/(v+~), is proportional to the “shifted” Chebshev polynomial of 
the first kind. Table 1 shows the typical machine output. Here ByJz) = B(NU, N). 
The last (in N) entry given for each set is the true value. Thus heuristically the 
approximations converge as n + m. Note that magnitude wise T gives a conservative estimate of
the error. Table 2 presents additional data showing the effects of changes in m, v, z and n. The 
data mimic the truncated Taylor series in that if all parameters save z are fixed, the 
approximations weaken as z increases. On the other hand, if all parameters save v are fixed, the 
errors are nearly uniform for 0 < via s 1. This is a consequence of the uniform like behavior of the 
coefficient of T/( v + 2)“. 
Calculations were also made for the case when a = p = 0 in which event, the polynomial 
(13) is the “shifted” Legendre polynomial. The character of the results are essentially the same 
as for a = fl= - l/2 and these data are omitted. 
Table 2. Errors in the approximations for B.(z) for various z, Y and n 
(Note: In each case a - p - -+-.) 
CT-l,n-4 
z "'0 Y - 0.5 
-i 
Y I 1.0 
-.230(-E: -.258(-S) -.271(-a) 
2 .313(-6) .950(-6) -.153(-S) 
4 .983(-2) .457(-Z) .231(-Z) 
.a-1.n-fJ 
2 "-0 Y = 0.5 Y - 1.0 
r -.127(-13) -.144(-13) -.153(-13) 
2 .124(-9) .410(-10) -.113(-9) 
4 .319(-4) .150(-4) .805(-S) 
o-4.n-4 
L 
r 
v-0 Y - 1.0 " * 2.0 Y - 4.0 
-.5(10(-B) -.699(-9) -.728(.9) -.755(-9) 
2 .280(-6) -.341(-6) -.499(-6) -.616(-6) 
4. 420(-2) .107(-2) .320(-3) -.138(-3) 
o-4,11-6 
2 v-0 v - 1.0 Y - 2.0 Y = 4.0 
1 -.312(-14) -.386(-14) -.407(-14) -.421(-14) 
2 .518(-10) -.230(-10) -.422(-10) -.547(-10) 
4 .117(-4) .301(-5) .105(-5) -.396(-7) 
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